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Open Access Tools:
Do These Plugins Amount to Anything? 
https://pixabay.com/en/skeleton-keys-antique-security-689865/
Athena Hoeppner
UCF Libraries | Stay Savvy with SC | 27 July 2017
Find the OA!
https://www.pexels.com/photo/love-romantic-colorful-valentine-s-day-56877/
Typical Gold OA
https://pixabay.com/en/key-metal-entrance-gate-open-1600617/
• DOAJ, PLOS, PNAS, etc…
• Whole journal is OA
• Crawled by Google 
Scholar
• Works with library tools, 
indexes, link resolvers
• Frequent, unannounced 
site changes and failures
• Some predatory 
publications
Typical Green OA
• Self archived pre and post 
prints, embargoed 
published version
• Institutional and cross-
institutional repositories 
(STARS, Deep Blue, AgEcon, 
InterNano)
• Some crawled by Google 
Scholar
• Harvested via OAI/PMH 
into OAIster
• Usually not in A/I
• Difficult working with 
library tools, link resolvers
• Published versions don’t 
point to OA versions
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Unlocked_x_2_(321433870).jpg
Typical Hybrid
• Individual OA articles 
published in subscription 
journals
• Well indexed along with 
subscription journal
• Works well with library 
tools, link resolvers
• Crawled by Google 
Scholar
https://pixabay.com/en/door-sign-open-closed-wooden-sign-1607503/
OA Discovery Conundrums
• Library discovery tools 
presume users starting 
from library provided links
• Library tools confuse 
users
• Green OA repositories are 
silo-ed
• Hybrid OA is hidden is 
subscription content
https://www.flickr.com/photos/dimmerswitch/5786102606
Do Scholars Want OA or Do They Want Access
i need dis
Sci-Hub Use Around the World
Tools for Access to OA and Subs
• Work from any start point
• Provide some consistency
• Give control to scholar
• Expand check for FT
• Offer additional services
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Rembrandt_-_The_Parable_of_the_Rich_Fool.jpg
OAdoi
• Created by ImpactStory
• Uses existing doi to check for OA articles on repositories 
and publisher sites
• OAdoi API powers Unpaywall and Link Resolver OA 
finders
We index 90 million articles and deliver open-access fulltext versions over a 
free, fast, open API.
https://api.oadoi.org/10.1242/jeb.01597
Unpaywall plugin
• Uses OAdoi to check repositories and publisher site OA
• Can only check articles if doi is on the page
• Works when viewing single article on publisher site
• Green unlock icon on side of browser links to OA
• Grey means no OA found
https://scholar.google.com/scholar?hl=en&q=chocolate+market&as_sdt=1%2C10&as_sdtp=&oq=choco
“Radical mainstreaming” of fairtrade: the case of The Day Chocolate Company
OAdoi API in the Link Resolver Menu
• Checks for OA and places a Green checkmark if OA found
• Shows in context with other Full Text options in link 
resolver menu
Need More DOIs. Need More Open Access.
15%
4%
50%
31%
oaDOI API
Indian Authors
(187 citations, 129 DOIs)
Green
Gold
Closed
No DOI
From Athena’s study on Indian author citations. Presented originally at CLSTL 2017.
Open Access Button plugin
• Checks for both OA articles and OA data
• Indexes “all” aggregated repositories in the world:
oaDOI, Share, CORE, OpenAIRE, Dissem.in, Europe PMC, BASE
• User initiates OA check by clicking icon 
• Shows icon for article and data
• Prompts user to create account
• Sends request to authors as last resort for article or data
Canary Haz Plugin
• Requires account set-up
• Prompts to pick a library
• Knows authentication 
method
• Stores log in info
• Checks for OA and
subscription FT
• Shows banner for full text
• Click to add PDF to Locker
• Overwrites Google Scholar’s 
links

Lazy Scholar plugin
• A scholar’s multi-tool:
• Automatic Full Text Search
• New Recommendations
• Metrics
• Search History
• Quick Citation
• Related Papers
• Very Configurable
• Uses multiple approaches to find
OA and sub full text
Google Scholar: Best OA Discovery
• Clear links to OA sources
• Consolidates versions of 
articles
• Crawls:
• University Repositories
• Journal Publishers
• Journal papers
• Conference papers
• Technical report
• Dissertations
• Pre- and post-prints
• Abstracts.
• Crawls link resolver file to 
show vetted link resolver
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/La_Princesse#/media/File:La_Princesse.jpg
Google Scholar Button plugin
• Click icon in toolbar to 
initiate search
• Google Scholar for article 
showing in browser
• Can enter different search
• Shows OA link
LibX: Connect to Library Subs
• Checks EZproxy configuration for matching host
• Shows authentication option if host matches
• Also has search and links set up by libraries.
Scholar to Scholar Sharing
Research Gate and Academia.edu
• ResearchGate has 13+ 
million members
• Researchers upload 2.5 
million papers every 
month
• Academia.edu has 53 
million 
• 19 million papers. 
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/02/28/technology/science-research-researchgate-gates-goldman.html
Springer Share It (ReadCube)
http://rdcu.be/tCsp
IR LinkOut in PubMed
OA Plugins and Tools
• OAdoi - http://oadoi.org/faq
• Unpaywall - http://unpaywall.org
• OAdoi in Link Resolvers
• Open Access Button - http://openaccessbutton.org
• Canary Haz - https://canaryhaz.com
• Lazy Scholar - http://www.lazyscholar.org
• Google Scholar Button -
http://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/google-
scholar-
button/ldipcbpaocekfooobnbcddclnhejkcpn?hl=en
• LibX
Selected OA Search Sites
• BASE – http://www.base-search.net
• Searches repository, links to Google Scholar
• CORE – http://core.ac.uk/about
• 100% hosted PDFs
• Dissemin – http://dissem.in
• Author search only. Shows OA type, links to repository, and prompts 
to upload
• Google Scholar – http://scholar.google.com
• Shows any and all FT sources, including ResearchGate. Shows OA 
and paywall.
• OAIster – https://oaister.worldcat.org
• Harvests metadata from many repositories. Books and articles 
indexed. Often links to metadata-only records.
• Your Library Discovery Service
• May include DOAJ, PLOS, OIAster and other major OA sources. 
Mostly subscription sources, and no clear indication of OA status.
Things to read…
• SPINAK, E. How to find articles in open access – tips from my favorite 
nerd. SciELO in Perspective, 2017
http://blog.scielo.org/en/2017/05/26/how-to-find-articles-in-open-access-tips-from-my-
favorite-nerd/
• Tay, Arron. Academic libraries in a mixed open access & paywall world — Can 
we substitute open access for paywalled articles? Medium.com, 26 June 2017
https://medium.com/a-academic-librarians-thoughts-on-open-access/academic-libraries-
in-a-mixed-open-access-paywall-world-can-we-substitute-open-access-for-d30fa182cafd
• Tay, Arron. Getting serious about open access discovery — Is open access 
getting too big to ignore? Medium.com, 19 June 2017
https://medium.com/a-academic-librarians-thoughts-on-open-access/getting-serious-
about-open-access-is-open-access-getting-too-big-to-ignore-37ac15b9edb5
• Tay, Arron. The open access aggregators challenge — how well do they identify 
free full text? Medium.com, 8 Jan 2017
https://medium.com/a-academic-librarians-thoughts-on-open-access/the-open-access-
aggregators-challenge-how-well-do-they-identify-free-full-text-b32c457233ce
• Tay, Arron. 5 services to help researchers find free full text instantly & a quick 
assessment of effectiveness. Musings About Librarianship, 21 Mar 2017
http://musingsaboutlibrarianship.blogspot.com/2017/04/musings-about-librarianship-
turns-8.html
Questions and Discussion
https://pixabay.com/en/giraffes-entertainment-discussion-627031/
Prompts
• Should we promote any of these tools?
• Is there enough OA full text to make it worth specifically 
seeking it?
• Will scholars modify their info seeking to try to find OA 
specifically?
• Will easily findable and accessible OA change the 
scholarly communication and journal subscription 
models?
